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The compact, sensitive, and multidimensional displacement measurement device plays a crucial role in semiconductor
manufacture and high-resolution optical imaging. The metasurface offers a promising solution to develop high-precision
displacement metrology. In this work, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a two-dimensional displacement (XZ)
measurement device by a dielectric metasurface. Both transversal and longitudinal displacements of the metasurface can
be obtained by the analysis of the interference optical intensity that is generated by the deflected light beams while the
metasurface is under linearly polarized incidence. We experimentally demonstrated that displacements down to 5.4 nm
along the x-axis and 0.12 μm along the z-axis can be resolved with a 900 μm × 900 μm metasurface. Our work opens
up new possibilities to develop a compact high-precision multidimensional displacement sensor.
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1. Introduction

High-precision displacement sensing is greatly demanded in
diverse fields including semiconductor manufacturing, mechani-
cal engineering, and high-resolution optical imaging[1-4]. The
recent progress of nano-optics makes it feasible to develop a
compact displacement sensor with accuracy down to the sub-
nanometer. Several compact devices[5-10] have been proposed for
transversal position sensing, such as collecting highly position-
dependent directional scattering from an optical antenna[5,6], uti-
lizing modulated structure light interference[7], and employing
super-oscillatory fields[8]. Recently, a polarization-encoded meta-
surface was used to realize one-dimensional lateral displacement
measurement with subnanometric resolution over an enormous
range[11,12], providing a new avenue for using the metasurface
for displacement sensing. Additionally, simultaneous in- and
out-of-plane displacement measurement techniques, such as
digital holographic interferometry[13,14] and fringe projection[15],
are in great demand for establishing the shape of objects, metrol-
ogy, and other mechanical applications[16-18]. An ultra-precision
heterodyne optical encoder system has also been proposed for
xz-plane displacement measurement using a linear interferom-
eter[19]. However, achieving compactness and direct readout
has proven challenging for these approaches. Therefore, it is also
required to develop a simple device to detect transversal and
longitudinal displacement simultaneously.

In this Letter, we present a novel approach using a dielectric
metasurface to achieve high accuracy in transversal and longi-
tudinal displacement measurement simultaneously. A metasur-
face that consists of nanopillars rotating in one direction and
remaining identical in the other direction is proposed to split
the incident light into three beams in different directions and
polarizations. Both transversal and longitudinal relative dis-
placements between two adjacent metasurfaces are carried by
the phase delay of the deflected light passing through the first
metasurface and can be retrieved from the deflected interference
light after the second metasurface. We have experimentally
demonstrated such two-dimensional displacement measure-
ment with an equivalent setup based on a single metasurface
using a reflective 4f-system. Sensitivity and resolution of both
the transversal and longitudinal displacements are also evalu-
ated and discussed.

2. Design of the Transversal and Longitudinal
Displacement Measurement Metasurface

The schematic diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the functionality of
the paired metasurfaces and the principle of simultaneously
detecting transversal and longitudinal displacement between
them. A linearly polarized (LP) incident light Ein passes through
the first metasurface and splits to three beams, namely E�1, E0,
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E−1, in different directions. The transmitted light E0 maintains
the propagating direction and polarization of incident light. The
transmitted beams E�1 and E−1 are in right-handed circular
polarization (RCP) and left-handed circular polarization
(LCP) and are deflected upward and downward, respectively.
Subsequently, the light beam E0 passing through the second
metasurface further splits into three beams E0,�1, E0,0, and
E0,−1. Additionally, a portion of the E�1 and E−1 light beams
directly passing through the second metasurface can maintain
their propagating direction and polarization, designated as
E�1,0 and E−1,0. Thereafter, transmitted light E0,�1 and E�1,0

(or the E0,−1 and E−1,0) are both RCP (LCP) and are in the same
propagating direction, leading to coherent superposition
together. The relative transversal and longitudinal position
information of two metasurfaces can be accurately retrieved
from the interference intensity.
The Jones matrix function[20,21] can be used to describe the

functionalities of metasurface including both polarization con-
version and deflection, which can be expressed as

J�x� = η1I � η2�eikxxjRihLj � e−ikxxjLihRj�, (1)

where I is a 2 × 2 identity matrix indicating the transmitted light
that maintains the incident direction and polarization, while η1
is the complex modulation coefficient that represents the ampli-
tude and the phase of transmitted light that maintains the inci-
dent direction and polarization. Reciprocally, η2 represents the
complex polarization conversion coefficient. The terms involv-
ing eikxx and e−ikxx introduce a linear gradient phase along
the x-axis, indicating light deflection away from the incident
propagation direction. The deflection angle can be obtained
by α = arcsin�kx=k�, where k is the wave vector of incident light.
The kets jRi = �1, − i�T= ���

2
p

and jLi = �1, i�T= ���
2

p
denote RCP

and LCP light, respectively. jRihLj and jLihRj refer to the con-
version between RCP and LCP.
When x-polarized incident light, expressed as jEini =

1��
2

p �jRi � jLi�, illuminates the metasurface, the wavefront after

the incident light passes through the first metasurface can be
obtained by jEout1�x�i = J1�x�jEini. Considering the wavefront

as the transmitted light propagates to a position �x, z�, the opti-
cal wave function of transmitted light can be applied as

jEout1�x, z�i = η1eikzjEini �
1���
2

p η2eikzz�e−ikxxjLi � eikxxjRi�:

(2)

Here, the first term represents the E0 light beamwith the same
polarization and propagating direction as the incident light. The
second and the third terms are deflected light beams E�1 and

E−1 in RCP and LCP, respectively. kz =
���������������
k2 − k2x

p
is the wave

vector along the z axis for the deflected transmitted light.
Subsequently, the transmitted light passes through the second
metasurface. A transversal separationΔx and a longitudinal sep-
aration Δz are introduced as the displacement to describe the
relative position of two metasurfaces. Then, the wavefront after
passing through the second metasurfacce can be obtained as
jEout2�x�i = J2�x� Δx�jEout1�x,Δz�i. In detail, the E0 transmit-
ted light further splits to three beams as8>>><

>>>:
E0,�1 = 1��

2
p η1η2ei�kΔz�kxΔx�eikxxjRi,

E0,0 = η21e
ikΔzjEini,

E0,−1 = 1��
2

p η1η2ei�kΔz−kxΔx�e−ikxxjLi:
�3�

A portion of E�1 and E−1 directly passes through the second
metasurface and is modulated by η1, which can be expressed as

(
E�1,0 = 1��

2
p η1η2eikzΔzeikxxjRi,

E−1,0 = 1��
2

p η1η2eikzΔze−ikxxjLi:
�4�

It is obvious that E0,�1 and E�1,0 (or E0,−1 and E−1,0) have
identical parts eikxxjRi (e−ikxxjLi), indicating the same polariza-
tion and propagation direction. Therefore, optical interference
occurs. The interference intensity can be calculated as

8>>>><
>>>>:

I�1 = jE0,�1 � E�1,0j2
= jη1j2jη2j2f1 − cos��k − kz�Δz � kxΔx�g,

I−1 = jE0,−1 � E−1,0j2
= jη1j2jη2j2f1 − cos��k − kz�Δz − kxΔx�g:

�5�

It is clear that the interference intensity varies periodically
with respect to the displacement Δz and Δx. It is worth noting
that η1 and η2 only affect the intensity of the output light, which
can be normalized. By analyzing the phase of the normalized
intensity, the displacement information can be obtained
directly as

(
Δx = 1

2kx
�arccos�1 − 2I�1� − arccos�1 − 2I−1��,

Δz = 1
2�k−kz� �arccos�1 − 2I�1� � arccos�1 − 2I−1��:

�6�

Therefore, simultaneously detecting transversal and longi-
tudinal displacement can be achieved by measuring the interfer-
ence intensities of ±1st order output light.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the transversal and longitudinal displacement
measurement by two identical metasurfaces. The double arrow represents
linear polarization, and the arrowed circles represent the right-handed circu-
lar polarization and left-handed circular polarization.
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3. Simulated and Experimental Results of the
Displacement Measurement Metasurface

The designed metasurface consists of arrayed subwavelength
nanopillars with spatially varying optical axis θ (x) along the
x-axis. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present the oblique and top view
of a unit cell composed of an elliptical amorphous silicon cylin-
der on the fused quartz substrate. The optical properties of the
unit cell can be described by Jones matrix as[22]

J�θ� = 1
2
�t̃o � t̃e�I �

1
2
�t̃o − t̃e��ei2θjRihLj � e−i2θjLihRj�: (7)

Here, t̃o = toeiφo and t̃e = teeiφe , where to and te are amplitude
transmittance, and φo and φe are the phase delay for the inci-
dence along the o-axis and e-axis, respectively. θ is the orienta-
tion angle of the major axis of the nanopillar. Compared with
Eq. (1), the co-polarizedmodulation coefficient and polarization

conversion coefficient can be expressed as η1 = 1
2 �t̃o � t̃e� and

η2 = 1
2 �t̃o − t̃e�, respectively. The Pancharatnam–Berry (PB)

phase e±i2θ can introduce a linear gradient phase e±ikxx if the ori-
entation angle varies along the x-axis as θ�x� = 1

2 kxx
[20]. To

obtain maximum optical intensity of the deflected light
jη1j2jη2j2, a quarter-wave plate condition should be satisfied as

�
to = te = 1,
jφo − φej = π=2:

�8�

In this condition, the ratio of the intensity of 0th order spot
jE0j2 to the intensity of ±1st order spots jE±1j2 in Eq. (2) can be
calculated as 2∶1.
To obtain suitable parameters of the nanopillars, we simu-

lated the amplitude transmittance to and phase delay φo as a
function of the major and minor lengths of nanopillars Do

and De at wavelength λ = 633 nm, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and
2(d). The period of the nanopillar is set at P = 300 nm, and
the height of the nanopillar is H = 410 nm. The plots of
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) will represent te and φe by exchanging Do

and De. Consequently, the corresponding jη1j2jη2j2 for each
nanopillar can be calculated as shown in Fig. 2(e). The maxi-
mum jη1j2jη2j2 can be obtained at the position marked by the
red dashed ellipse, which also exhibits well tolerance in the size
of the structure. Therefore, the nanopillar parameters are opti-
mized as Do = 194 nm and De = 86 nm, where jη1j2jη2j2 =
0.205. The parameters of the nanopillar also can be further opti-
mized by using artificial intelligence methods to improve the
efficiency wideband characteristics of the metasurface[23-25].
Subsequently, we simulated a 30 μm × 30 μm metasurface

with kx = 2π=Λ, whereΛ = 6 μm is the spatial period of the opti-
cal axis of nanopillars. Figure 2(f) presents the far-field intensity
distribution of the transmitted light, clearly indicating three
spots E�1, E0, and E−1 corresponding to different propagating
directions. The deflection angle of E±1 beams can be calculated
as α = arcsin�kx=k� = 6.056°, which is well consistent with the
simulated result. The inset shows the intensity distribution pro-
file along the x axis, where the intensity of E0 spot is twice as
much as the intensity of E±1 spots as predicted.
A 900 μm × 900 μm metasurface with Λ = 6 μm is fabricated

by the standard electric beam lithography process. Figure 3(a)
illustrates the experimental setup for the displacement measure-
ment. The light from a solid-state laser passes through a linear
polarizer and then illuminates the metasurface. The metasurface
is placed on a piezo-stage, which allows precision control over
the transversal displacement Δx and the longitudinal displace-
mentΔz. The inset in Fig. 3(a) displays the typical scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated sample,
illustrating the well-controlled geometric size and orientation
of nanopillars. After passing through the metasurface, the inci-
dent light is divided into E�1, E0, and E−1 three light beams and
then is reflected back to the metasurface using a reflection-type
4f-system. A quarter-wave plate is inserted before the mirror to
avoid polarization handedness conversion caused by the mirror
reflection. Two intensity signals of the deflected −1st and �1st

Fig. 2. The design of the displacement measurement metasurface. (a) The
perspective view of the unit cell consists of the Si elliptical cylinder located
on the quartz. (b) The top view of the nanopillar. (c), (d) The amplitude trans-
mittance to and phase delay φo for incidence along o axis as a function of Do
and De. te and φe also can be obtained by exchanging Do and De. (e) The maxi-
mum interference intensity |η1|2|η2|2 as a function of Do and De. The region
marked by the red dashed ellipse indicates the area with higher intensity
and good tolerance for the size of structure. (f) The simulated farfield inten-
sity distribution of a 30 μm × 30 μm metasurface. The bottom is the normal-
ized intensity distribution along αy = 0°.
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order beams are measured by two power-meters, respectively.
Notably, instead of using two cascaded metasurfaces, only one
metasurface and a mirror are employed in the setup, which sim-
plifies the optical path and avoids the fabrication deviation for
two metasurfaces[12]. In this reflective system, the measured dis-
placement corresponds to the distance of the metasurface
and its own image. As a result, when the metasurface moves
�Δx or �Δz, the image of metasurface moves −Δx or −Δz.
Therefore, the measured displacement is effectively doubled,
becoming 2Δx and 2Δz. This configuration enhances the sensi-
tivity of displacement measurement, doubling the sensitivity
using two cascading metasurfaces.
In the displacement measurement, we first align the center of

the metasurface with the optical axis. Subsequently, a 2D-scan is
performed by moving the metasurface along the x-axis with a
step size of 100 nm and along the z-axis with a step size of
1.89 μm. The measured intensity signals of −1st and�1st order
output light as a function of Δx and Δz are plotted in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c). The measured intensities have been normalized for
clear visualization. It is clear that the output intensities vary
periodically along two opposite directions, which proves the
capability of the metasurface simultaneously detecting two-
dimensional displacement. As shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), pro-
files are drawn along the white and black dashed line in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c) to determine the period of intensity. All profiles are

cosinoidal as predicted and can be fitted using Ix�Δx�= 1
2 �1−

cos�kx · 2Δx�φx�� and Iz�Δz�= 1
2f1− cos��k−kz� · 2Δz�φz�g

respectively. φx (φz) is the constant phase arising from the con-
stant Δz (Δx). The fitted intensity period of −1st order output
light along the x-axis is 3.02 μm and along the z-axis is 53.3 μm,
and these are 2.95 μm and 60.8 μm for �1st order output light.
All of the results agree with the theoretical periods π=kx = 3 μm
and π=�k − kz� = 56.7 μm. The deviation between the intensity
period of −1st and�1st order beams along the z-axis primarily
results from the inclination of the metasurface and the mirror
with respect to the horizontal plane. Furthermore, the experi-
mental jη1j2jη2j2 is 0.113, which is measured by the half of
the ratio of the maximum intensity of I�1 and I−1 to the incident
light. The decline of jη1j2jη2j2 mainly suffers from the fabrica-
tion deviation of the metasurface and is also slightly influenced
by the absorption of optical components and the calibration of
the reflective 4f-system.
To determine the sensitivity of the displacement measure-

ment system, we focus on the linear regions of the intensity
curves, where the maximum sensitivity is observed. In these
regions, the intensity can be approximated as Ix�Δx� = 1

2 �1 ±
2kxΔx� and Iz�Δz� = 1

2 �1 ± 2�k − kz�Δz�[11]. The corresponding
normalized sensitivities can be obtained by sx = jdIx=dΔxj = kx
and sz = jdIz=dΔzj = k − kz . In the experiment, we perform a
scan of the metasurface along the x-axis with a step size of
20 nm. At each position, the output signal is measured within
1 s at a sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The averaged measure-
ment results are shown in Fig. 4(a), where the error bars are the
standard deviation of the measured intensity at each position.
The fitted curves exhibit the sensitivities of sx,−1 = 1.041 μm−1

and sx,�1 = 0.997 μm−1 for −1st and �1st order output light,
respectively, which are in good agreement with the theoretical
sensitivity sx = 1.047 μm−1. Similarly, a scan of the metasurface
along the z-axis is performed with a step of 378 nm as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The fitted sensitivities are sz,−1 = 0.0591 μm−1 and
sz,�1 = 0.0487 μm−1 for −1st and �1st order output light,
respectively, which also show good agreement with the theoreti-
cal sensitivity 0.0554 μm−1. It is noted that the linear region can
be shifted on demand if we introduce a variable phase delay on
the zeroth-order light (E0). Therefore, the linear region can be
easily found without pre-positioning for the metasurface.

Fig. 3. The displacement measurement properties of the designed metasur-
face. (a) Schematic illustration of the measurement setup. The inset is the
SEM image of the sample. Scale bar, 2 μm. (b), (c) The normalized interference
intensity for −1st and +1st order output light as a function of the transversal
displacementΔx and the longitudinal displacement Δz. (d) The intensity pro-
files for −1st and +1st order output light along the white dashed line in (b) and
(c). (e) The intensity profiles for −1st and +1st order output light along the
black dashed line in (b) and (c).

Fig. 4. The sensitivity and resolution of transversal and longitudinal displace-
ment measurement. The linear regions of the (a) transversal and (b) longi-
tudinal displacement measurement.
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Finally, we quantify the measurement resolution of our mea-
surement scheme along the x- and z-axes. We examine the aver-
age standard deviations of measured intensity along the x-axis
in Fig. 4(a), which are σx,−1 = 0.0056 and σx,�1 = 0.0048. The
clearly resolvable displacement can then be obtained by σx=sx ,
which is 5.4 nm and 4.8 nm. Similarly, the average standard
deviations along the z-axis in Fig. 4(b) are σz,−1 = 0.0056 and
σz,�1 = 0.0059, and the corresponding resolvable displacements
are calculated as 0.095 μm and 0.12 μm. It is worth noting
that the measurement resolution can be further improved by
enhancing the stability of piezo-stage and reducing ambient
noise such as using a more stable optical table or working in an
underground laboratory. Additionally, another way to increase
the resolution is to reduce the spatial period of the nanopillarsΛ.
For instance, if Λ is halved to 3 μm, the theoretical sensitivity
along the x-axis will increase to 2.094 μm−1, which is twice
the sensitivity of the designed metasurface. The sensitivity along
the z-axis will increase to 0.2235 μm−1, almost quadruple the
designed sensitivity. Although it is hard to increase the sensi-
tivity along the z-axis to the same level of sensitivity along
the x-axis due to the fabrication challenge, the current mea-
surement resolution is high enough to meet the requirement
of some applications such as microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS)[26] and the laser direct-write (LDW) technique[27].

4. Discussion

In summary, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a
displacement measurement device by a dielectric metasurface,
which can precisely measure transversal and longitudinal dis-
placement simultaneously. By measuring the interference opti-
cal intensity of the deflected light beams from the metasurface,
transversal and longitudinal displacement of the metasurface
can be accurately obtained. The experimental measurement
clearly resolved displacements down to 5.4 nm along the x-axis
and 0.12 μm along z-axis. The measurement precision can be
further improved by reducing the spatial period of the nanopil-
lars and enhancing experimental conditions. Our work opens up
new possibilities for compact multidimensional displacement
sensing and has potential applications in multiple fields includ-
ing nanofabrication or microscopy.
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